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Production
THEME:

Primary school

We are here!

4th July

Whole School
Upper primary Fort Portal trip

YEAR 3
About school
I wonder how cool school is, we
get to learn exciting stuff, play
games and have fun. At the
north green school we have
stars of the week, Math week,
Book week, Poetry evening,
swimming galas and invite many
people to know about them, we
also meet new friends and
compare with classmates and
others.
Jessie Mbabazi
This Newsletter can also be accessed on our website: www.northgreen.ac.ug
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Secondary: About the trip

Reflecting on what year 7 & 8 pupils enjoyed and learnt during the trip, this is what On the trip I enjoyed many things. Some of them were foods that were being served,
they said:
the campfire that we had, the hiking, also the journey we had to Mbarara, the games
I enjoyed on this trip because we … (not clear) I learned to know one another because we played, the interviews we did in the neighborhood, the tour of the museum in
like some time we will be in groups not knowing one another. I learned friendship,
Igongo, the story of the monument and also I enjoyed the game park tour near Lake
always helping one another and talking to someone. I learned how to milk a cow, it
Mburo. But what I enjoyed mostly was all of us together. I learnt many things from
was so fun to milk a cow because that was the first time to milk the cow in my life.
this trip to Mbarara. One of them is the way people live. For light, some people have
Leo Jones
electricity, others use phone light, torches or lamps. I also learnt how farmers in
Mbarara milk their cows. I never knew that milking requires a lot of energy. The tour
I enjoyed the chance of seeing what boarding school might be like. I enjoyed the
of the museum in Igongo taught us many things. One was the artifacts people used
games we would play at night, especially the bonfire and charades. I enjoyed
for either cooking or storing food in the old days; like pots. I also learnt the history of
spending one week with my friends, getting to know their comfort zones was fun. I
the Banyankole, how there house were and how they dressed. I learnt that the
also loved the breakfast and the dinner conversations were amusing. I learnt that
monument was built to show the three events that happened I three kingdoms on the
different area have different strategies of living. I learnt how people in Mbarara
survive without supermarkets, toyshops, nearby cinemas. I learnt that even if people solar eclipse. And last but not least, I learnt how to be more responsible. Bradley
in Mbarara look poor, they still have enough to make their lives easy e.g. the lady with Kawuma
the smart phone. Kristen J. Mutesi
I enjoyed playing and bonding with everyone, taking long walks and hikes. I loved
taking photos because it is a part of me. I surely enjoyed the bus rides and camp fire
What I enjoyed on this trip is when we reached Mbarara and we saw where we were where we played games until we dosed off. I got so excited when Miss Delmus joined
going to stay. I enjoyed chatting with my friends, playing games and telling stories. I all of us. I enjoyed the stories. I learnt that I am blessed to have electricity at home,
liked it when we climbed the hill, milking the cow and visiting different homes. I learnt go to school, and have nice clothes. This is because some of the people who were
to be responsible, to look after myself, to have a positive side. I learnt to take care of interviewed had no electricity and some of their children didn’t go to school. I also
others more than myself. I learnt how to face my fears because when we were hiking
learnt that in order to succeed, I need to work hard, especially if I wasn’t determined, I
the hill, I was scared of heights. I learnt how to milk a cow, communicate with people.
wouldn’t have climbed the hills. Lastly, I learnt how to speak to an audience fluently
I learnt how people of long ago could wear, take medicine, and make cheese and how
and confidently. Mostly when I was supposed to teach senior two science. Nicole
matooke is cheaper in Mbarara than Kampala. Evelyn Byanjeru
Kahunzire
I enjoyed the sights while we were going and coming back. It was really beautiful and I enjoyed the interactions with friends, the new knowledge I acquired from the trip and
I also enjoyed the cultures and dressing of the people. I also enjoyed hiking the hills the food given for all courses that is breakfast, lunch and dinner. I enjoyed the games
we played and the activities we did such as hiking and milking cows. I learnt the
there and visiting schools, it was really fun. I liked our houses, especially the boys
with the reclining chairs. I learnt the ancient history of the place especially the Lake Banyankole history such as the tools they used, weapons and different kinds of
Mburu National Park and when we visited the museum. There was a lot that gave me groups of the Banyankole. I learnt about the different animals that are in Lake Mburo
a glimpse of the history and culture of the place. We also learnt the different lifestyles national Game Park and the legend behind the lake Mburo. I learnt how cheese is
of people and studied them like their source of income and what they use for their
churned locally in those areas and the cows are milked. I learnt about the reasons as
livelihood. Jeremiah Mutiibwa
to why the eclipse monument stands on that hill and story behind it. I learnt about the
condition to which people in that area live and the transport they use. Angel Magala
I enjoyed the games we played most especially the mental ones and the one of
showing someone. I enjoyed the camp fires. I enjoyed the time we were hiking up a
hill. I enjoyed going to the farm. I learnt how to milk a cow. I learnt different riddles. I
learnt what the three pillars and coloured rocks of the Ankole tribe. I learnt to be
responsible. Mecry Kirabo

I mostly enjoyed climbing up the too long huge hills, it was fun and relaxing. I also
enjoyed going to the museum where we saw what used to happen I Mbarara. I learnt
how to stay with my friends in a good way. I even learnt how to milk a cow and learnt
that in Mbarara people used to worship cows and even fight for cow. Christopher
Musenze
I enjoyed going to the National Park (Lake Mburo National Park) and seeing all the
animals in there. I learnt that here in Uganda we have very many animals like hyenas,
lions, giraffes and many more. I also learnt the differences between the species of
antelopes. Nathan Ayesiga

I enjoyed everything! The games, the food, activities and so much more. Spending
time with everyone made it fun because I finally forgot about home. I learnt different
things; some geographical facts (for example how far Kampala is from Mbarara). How
to milk a cow, learnt about people’s lifestyle in Mbarara, the process of making
cheese, some history of southwestern Uganda, about different animals, and finally
learnt that hiking isn’t easy. Kyla Kawungu

Guiding Scripture for Next Week

OVERCOMING SIN
"I have hidden your word in my heart, that i
might not sin against you."
Psalm 119:11

Star of the Week

Year 1 LN Sean Mark Massa.
Year 1 ZA Jesse Iriho
Year 2
Eli Ssempa
Year 3
Oprah Kameri
Year 4
Stephen Kyalo
Year 5
Erling Kizito
Year 6
William Makanga

House Points
1. Fire
2. Wind
3. Earth
4. Water

2,867
3,070
2,201
2,163

NEXT WEEK'S MEMORY VERSE
For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the Lord, “plans to prosper you
and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future.
Jeremiah 29:11
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Memory Verse Champion
Jeremiah Mutiibwa
Martha Ongodia
Nicole Kahunzire
Angel Magala
Bradely Kawuma

This Newsletter can also be accessed on our website: www.northgreen.ac.ug
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